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How do states respond to increasing pressure from transnational migration? How do immigrant receiving
countries balance economic demand for immigrant labor against populations that want to limit immigrant
flows? How do states justify limiting the number of refugees they receive? Why are states more willing to
admit co-ethnics than other migrants? What is the obligation of the state once immigrants are admitted?
These are but some of the questions we will address in the Politics of Immigration Control. While we will
address the entire migration context, assessing reasons why people move all the way to how they achieve
full integration through citizenship, the main focus of the course will be the various responses of
immigrant receiving states. We will discuss the range of policies present in the US, Russia, Canada,
Japan, various European countries, and Kazakhstan, asking if policy choice can be predicted by factors
such as regime type, economic development, ethnic homogeneity, political ideology, and/or a
commitment to international norms. We will assess the various methods of control that states employ to
control the immigration process, including visa requirements, border barriers, quotas, and restriction of
migrant rights once they have arrived.
This course will apply core concepts of comparative politics (i.e. state capacity, national identity, statesociety relations, models of the welfare state, state management of economies) to the policy area of
immigration. It will thus be a survey of the field of comparative politics at the same time as it applies
comparative analysis and methodologies to public policy.
As such, this is a very specific and narrow focus on issues related to migration. There are many, many
aspects of migration studies that we will not cover. Migration is a very interdisciplinary field of study,
drawing on history, sociology, anthropology, demography, geography, economics, and others. Each
discipline brings its own interesting questions and findings to the field of migration studies. Unfortunately
we cannot cover all of these in one semester of study. Therefore we will leave aside questions of why
migrants move in the first place, what networks migrants forge both among other migrants and with
people in the home country, and other important questions that are nevertheless outside the scope of the
course. We will rather focus on methods and mechanisms the state uses to control immigration, the
reasons they adopt certain strategies, and the outcomes that occur.
Students are required to:
• Attend and participate in all class sessions
• Read all course material
• Complete all assignments
• Put forward your best effort on all class-related activities and engage the material, the instructor
and colleagues with an open mind.

Final Grades will be comprised of:
For undergraduate students (PLS 446)
Class participation
Seminar presentations (2)
Seminar papers (6)
Annotated bibliography
Policy paper

20%
10%
20%
20%
30%

For graduate students (PLS 546)
Class participation
Seminar presentations (2)
Seminar papers (6)
Literature review
Policy paper

20%
10%
20%
20%
30%

Grading scale
A
AB+
B
BC+
C
CD+
D
F

93-100
90-92.99
87-89.99
83-86.99
80-82.99
77-79.99
73-76.99
70-72.99
67-69.99
60-66.99
0-59.99

Attendance will be taken at each class meeting and unexcused absences will count against your
participation grade. You will not succeed in this course if you are absent.
The required reading for this course can be found in the textbooks and on Moodle.
o They Take Our Jobs (2007), Aviva Chomsky, electronic version available through the
library website: http://library.nu.edu.kz/.RMSearch/ViewContent?rid=388a49f5:14ad946505b:-5e84&mode=book (henceforth labeled CHOMSKY)
o Oxford Handbook of the Politics of International Migration (2012), available on Moodle
(henceforth labeled HANDBOOK)
o Controlling Immigration: A Global Perspective (2004), available on Moodle and/or
library website (henceforth labeled CONTROLLING)
o Debating Immigration (2007) (henceforth labeled DEBATING)
• Additional readings will be placed on Moodle.
A very brief list of useful websites for policy and current events-related migration news, research, and
data:
• News digests and updates:
o American University at Central Asia’s News Digests on Migration in Central Asia
(includes Russia): http://auca.kg/en/news_digest/
o http://migration.ucdavis.edu/mn/

•

•
•
•

Think tanks and research centers:
o Migration Policy Institute: http://www.migrationpolicy.org/
o Refugee Studies Center (Oxford): http://www.rsc.ox.ac.uk/
o International Migration Institute (Oxford): http://www.imi.ox.ac.uk/
o Centre on Migration, Policy and Society (COMPAS): http://www.compas.ox.ac.uk/
o Migration Policy Center: http://www.migrationpolicycentre.eu/ and especially the
CARIM-East research area (focusing on the post-Soviet world): http://www.carimeast.eu/ (though they have many ongoing research areas that could be useful depending
on what you want to focus on)
o Center for Immigration Studies: http://www.cis.org/
Projects and databases:
o On migration integration: http://www.mipex.eu/
Various blogs of migration scholars:
o http://heindehaas.blogspot.de/
o http://www.immigrationtexas.org/

Learning through participation is a key goal for this course. This course will be discussion-driven, so
you need to come to class prepared to interact and reflect on the things you have read. You must prepare
to discuss each reading. In class, you will be expected to have a copy of the reading with you that
you can refer to. You need to refer to specific page numbers. You need to know the name of each
author so you can refer to them as you go. The participation grade includes attendance, being involved
in class discussions based on the readings and lectures, and being an active participant in all class
activities. An A for participation requires: regular attendance and contribution to the learning environment
of the course by asking thoughtful questions (in response to readings, lectures and class discussions),
offering comments on course material that show insightful reflection, analysis of material and synthesis of
concepts, demonstrating an ability to link theory to cases and current events, etc. To receive a B for
participation, students must: attend regularly and show a mastery of assigned readings. A participation
grade of C will be assigned for regular attendance without the above-stated contributions to class
discussions. Students will receive a D for participation for excessive absences regardless of the quality of
contributions to class discussions.
Twice during the semester, students will present the readings for the day in a seminar presentation of
10-15 minutes. Your presentations should accomplish several purposes: give a context for the readings,
organize the day’s readings into logical categories by drawing out common themes and demonstrating
how the readings contribute to the day’s topic (the readings are presented chronologically in the syllabus,
during your presentation you should organize them in a more thematic or theoretical fashion), address
questions posed in the syllabus, making connections between the week’s readings and previous weeks’
readings, highlighting interesting aspects of the readings (i.e. contending perspectives, issues left
unaddressed, etc.), etc. Of course, you will not be able to present every aspect of every reading, nor will
you be able to address every question/purpose I’ve listed above. You will need to make strategic choices
about what is most important. On the days you are to present the readings, you may find that you need to
do some background research (i.e. reading articles other than those assigned, defining key terms, etc.) in
order to give a competent presentation.
You should write six seminar papers of 450-500 words each during the semester (the lowest grade will
be dropped and only five papers will count toward the final grade). The papers should be a concise and
critical assessment of the readings for the day. They should not be summaries, nor should they merely
address each reading in succession. Rather, they should focus on how readings are related and what
different aspects of the day’s topic the readings highlight. You must touch on all of the readings in your

paper. Again, you will need to make strategic choices about what to focus on since you cannot cover all
aspects of the day’s readings in a short paper such as this. Seminar papers are due at 4:30 Thursday (by
the beginning of class) on Moodle each week (of the weeks you choose to submit papers).
Undergraduate students will write a 20 source annotated bibliography on one aspect of the course
material. You should take one of the topics on the syllabus and, starting with the readings assigned, delve
further into the literature on that issue. ALL OF YOUR RESOURCES SHOULD BE FROM
SCHOLARLY (peer reviewed) BOOKS/JOURNALS. An annotated bibliography includes the source and
a short (300-500 word) synopsis of each of the articles. For your synopsis, please include. 1. The main
research questions or hypotheses of the research. 2. The method used (surveys, interviews, observations).
3. The findings and/or conclusions. Due May 8.
Graduate students will write a 20 source literature review of 5-7 pages. Unlike an annotated
bibliography (see above), which treats each source separately, a literature review looks at the major
contours of a group of writings as a whole. ALL OF YOUR RESOURCES SHOULD BE FROM
SCHOLARLY (peer reviewed) BOOKS/JOURNALS. Please do not simply summarize each article in
succession. You should pull out major themes, arguments and counter-arguments, and identify potential
gaps and weaknesses in the literature as a whole. Please refer to
http://writingcenter.unc.edu/handouts/literature-reviews/ and
http://www.writing.utoronto.ca/advice/specific-types-of-writing/literature-review for tips on how to write
a literature review. Due May 8.
All students will write a policy paper of 5-6 pages (8-10 pages for graduate students) addressing a
specific area of immigration policy in one country. Your policy paper should include a summary of the
current situation, problems with current policies, and recommendations for improving the policy situation.
You may refer to http://www.fao.org/docrep/014/i2195e/i2195e03.pdf for tips on constructing policy
papers. Final policy papers are due April 2.
Class policies
• You should follow all instructions specified in the syllabus.
• If you bring a laptop, mobile phone or other mobile device to class it must be used strictly for
class purposes (taking notes and accessing readings). I reserve the right to garnish your final
course grade 5% for violations.
• All assignments should be submitted in class or on Moodle unless otherwise specified.
Assignments submitted via email will not be accepted. Keep in mind that when you submit
assignments to Moodle, you should not wait until the last minute because the system sometimes
gets overloaded.
• All written assignments must use Times New Roman font, size 12, single-spaced. Margins must
be 1 inch. All citations must adhere to the American Political Science Association Style Manual
(http://www.apsanet.org/files/APSAStyleManual2006.pdf).
• While you are welcome to email anytime about any issue you may be having in the class, please
use proper email etiquette. Do not start your email “Hey Dr. Schenk,” or “Hey” or “Professor” or
“Mrs. Schenk” or without a salutation. Instead, “Dear Dr. Schenk,” or “Dear Professor Schenk,”
should be used for initial contact. I will not answer emails that use an improper salutation.
• I will also not answer emails that can be answered by looking at the syllabus.
• Late assignments turned in more than 5 minutes late on the due date will receive half credit.
Assignments turned in past the due date will receive no credit.
• There will be no make-ups for quizzes or in class assignments.
• Tests may only be made up if prior arrangements have been made.
• There will be no extra credit offered for this class.

•

•
•

•

Plagiarism will not be tolerated including self-plagiarism (submitting the same assignment to
multiple courses/professors). Any plagiarism will result in an automatic zero for the assignment
and will be reported to the dean to be placed on your permanent record. Violations could result in
an F for the course.
Cheating will not be tolerated. Any behavior that even hints of cheating will be reported to the
school disciplinary committee and will result in an automatic F for the assignment and/or course.
Office hours are listed at the beginning of the syllabus. I cannot guarantee that I will be in my
office outside posted office hours. If you need to meet with me at a different time, send me an
email and I will be glad to make arrangements with you. (What this really means: DO NOT
complain to me that you were looking for me but I wasn’t in my office if you are looking for me
at a time outside my office hours!)
I reserve the right to make changes to the syllabus as needed, including adding and subtracting
assignments and changing due dates. I will notify you in class or via email about changes (this
means you are responsible for checking your email and for being in class to hear about changes).

Course Outline.
Session one (15 January): The Politics of Immigration Control as Comparative Politics. How does
immigration control act as a public policy area that we can use to bring together all of our learning about
comparative politics? How does immigration relate to the themes of comparative politics (i.e. the state,
national identity, political economy, regime type, political attitudes/ideologies, party politics, civil society
etc.)?
• Walzer, Michael. 1983. Spheres of Justice: A Defense of Pluralism and Equality. New York:
Basic Books. Chapter on “Membership,” pages 31‐63 (MOODLE) (32)
• Carens, Joseph. 1987. “Aliens and Citizens: The Case for Open Borders.” The Review of Politics
49(2): 251‐273. (MOODLE) (22)
• Myth 18 and 19 (CHOMSKY) (13)
• Hollifield, J. F. 2008. “The Politics of International Migration: How Can We ‘Bring the State
Back In’.” In Migration Theory: Talking Across Disciplines, ed., C. B. Brettell and J. F.
Hollifield. New York/London, Routledge: 183-238. (MOODLE) (55)
• http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/11/25/should-immigrants-lose-their-humanrights/?emc=eta1&_r=1
Session two (22 January): Theories of Migration Policymaking. How do states decide on immigration
policy? What questions are not addressed by the literature?
• Meyers, Eytan. 2000. “Theories of International Immigration Policy-A Comparative Analysis.”
International Migration Review 34(4): 1245-1282. (MOODLE) (37)
• Cornelius, Wayne A. and Takeyuki Tsuda. 2004. “Controlling Immigration: The Limits of
Government Intervention.” (CONTROLLING) (48)
• Rosenblum, Marc R. and Wayne A. Cornelius. 2012. “Dimensions of Immigration Policy.”
(HANDBOOK) (20)
Session three (29 January): Immigration Policy and Regime Type. Do (liberal) democracies create
different policies than non-democracies?
• Joppke, C. 1998. "Why Liberal States Accept Unwanted Immigration." World Politics 50 (2):
266-293. (MOODLE) (27)
• Mirilovic, Nikola. 2010. “The Politics of Immigration: Dictatorship, Development, and Defense.”
Comparative Politics 42 (3): 273-292. (MOODLE) (19)
• Breunig, Christian, Xun Cao, and Adam Luedtke. 2012. “Global Migration and Political Regime
Type: A Democratic Disadvantage.” British Journal of Political Science (MOODLE) (30)

•

Light, Matthew. 2012. “What Does It Mean to Control Migration?” Law & Social Inquiry 37 (2):
395–429. (MOODLE) (36)

Session four (5 February): Immigration Policy in Practice. US and Canada
• Chapters 2 and 3 + commentaries (CONTROLLING) (90)
Session five (12 February): Immigration Policy in Practice. Europe
• Chapters 5, 6, and 9 + commentaries (CONTROLLING) (122)
Session six (19 February): Immigration Policy in Practice. The non-Western world
• Chapter 11 + commentary (CONTROLLING) (42)
• Frantz, Elizabeth. 2013. “Jordan's Unfree Workforce: State-Sponsored Bonded Labour in the
Arab Region.” The Journal of Development Studies 49 (8): 1072-1087. (MOODLE) (17)
• Reeves, M. 2013. “Clean Fake: Authenticating Documents and Persons in Migrant Moscow.”
American Ethnologist 40 (3): 508–524 (MOODLE) (17)
• Davé, Bhavna. 2014. “Keeping labour mobility informal: the lack of legality of Central Asian
migrants in Kazakhstan” Central Asian Survey. (MOODLE) (15)
• http://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/labor-migration-united-arab-emirates-challenges-andresponses
Optional
• http://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/north-korea-understanding-migration-and-closed-country
Session seven (26 February): Determinants of Immigration Policy. Economic factors. How do
migrants impact the labor market (do they take jobs, drive down wages, etc.)? Are migrants a drain on the
welfare system? Are migrants good for the economy? Why do policymakers prefer highly-skilled
migrants? Is immigration driven by demand or by economic lobbies?
• Myths 1-6 (CHOMSKY) (50)
• Orrenius, Pia M. and Madeline Zavodny. 2012. “Economic Effects of Migration: Receiving
States” (HANDBOOK) (18)
• Jackson, Aaron L., David L. Ortmeyer, and Michael A. Quinn. 2013. “Are immigrants really
attracted to the welfare state? Evidence from OECD countries.” (MOODLE) (29)
• Chen, Michelle. 2014. “Immigration Reform: Corporate Demands Trump Human Rights.” New
Labor Forum 23 (1): 30–37. (MOODLE) (8)
• http://heindehaas.blogspot.de/2012/03/migration-its-economy-stupid.html
• http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/victoria/locals-losing-out-on-jobs-because-of-highimmigration/story-e6frf7kx-1226568163500?nk=d76a40c4c4c1b6959603c6e4edc58fa8
• http://business.time.com/2013/07/15/viewpoint-the-dichotomy-between-skilled-and-unskilledimmigrants-is-false/
Optional
• Peters, Margaret. 2015. “Open Trade, Closed Borders.” World Politics. (MOODLE)
Session eight (5 March): Determinants of Immigration Policy. Voting, Lobbies, and Public Opinion.
What public voices and perspectives must policy makers consider as they are creating policies? What are
the different channels people use to make their opinions heard? Which voices are loudest? What are some
of the common objections to immigration? Are they based in reality? Why might publics be prone to
believing common immigration myths?
• Freeman, G. 1995. "Modes of Immigration Politics in Liberal Democratic States." International
Migration Review 29(4): 881-902 (MOODLE) (21)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Myth 15 and 16 (CHOMSKY) (17)
Schuck, Peter. 2007. “The Disconnect between Public Attitudes and Policy Outcomes”
(DEBATING) (15)
Givens, Terri. 2012. “Effects of Migration: Political Parties.” (HANDBOOK) (12)
Freeman, Gary P. and Stuart M. Tendler. 2012. “Interest Group Politics and Immigration Policy”
(HANDBOOK) (16)
http://www.opensecrets.org/news/2013/03/special-interests-weigh-in-on-immig/
http://www.businessweek.com/news/2015-01-07/le-pen-may-benefit-as-magazine-attackexposes-french-divisions

http://www.bbc.co.uk/russian/russia/2012/01/120126_migration_criminal_putin.shtml
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/10/world/europe/immigration-is-a-hot-issue-in-britainas-elections-approach.html?_r=0
http://www.democracyjournal.org/28/expanding-citizenship-immigrants-and-the-vote.php
http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/news/nation/2010-10-28-illegal-immigrants-hispanics_N.htm

Optional:
• Fetzer, Joel. 2012. “Public Opinion and Populism.” (HANDBOOK) (18)
Session nine (12 March): Determinants of Immigration Policy. Security Considerations. What are the
common security myths about immigration? Why do governments frame their justifications of further
immigration control in security terms? What are the negative consequences of securitizing immigration
control? What security concerns are legitimate when considering immigration control?
• Myth 19 (CHOMSKY) (4)
• Alexseev, Mikhail. 2005. Chapter 1 and 7 of Immigration Phobia and the Security Dilemma.
(MOODLE) (60)
• Hampshire, James. 2005. “The Politics of Immigration and Public Health.” (MOODLE) (10)
• Bastrykin, Aleksandr. 2009. “Миграция: из света в тень” (Migration: Out of the light into the
shadows). Itogi 28 (July 6): 1820. (MOODLE) (2)
• Koslowski, Rey. 2012. “Immigration, Crime, and Terrorism.” (HANDBOOK) (14)
• http://www.rian.ru/authors/20090610/173924326.html
• http://www.dobro-sosedstvo.ru/dobro/ru/information/n_125/o_25412
• http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2011/09/12/next-10-years-immigration-enforcement-andborder-security-are-first-line/
Session ten (19 March): Scope of Immigration Policy. The Problem of Illegal Immigration. What
causes illegal immigration? How should we refer to migrants without documents (what should we call
them)? How should these migrants be treated? What rights (if any) should they have?
• Cornelius, Wayne A. 2001. “Death at the Border: Efficacy and Unintended Consequences of US
Immigration Control Policy.” Population and Development Review 27 (4): 661-685. (MOODLE)
(26)
• Orrenius, P. M. and M. Zavodny. 2003. "Do Amnesty Programs Reduce Undocumented
Immigration? Evidence from IRCA." Demography 40 (3): 437-450. (MOODLE) (13)
• Bosniak, Linda. 2007. “The Undocumented Immigrant.” (DEBATING) (10)
• Myth 20 (CHOMSKY) (4)
• Schuster, Liza. 2011. “Turning refugees into ‘illegal migrants’. Afghan asylum seekers in
Europe” Ethnic and Racial Studies 34 (8): 1392-1407. (MOODLE) (15)
• Andersson, Hans, and Susanna Nilsson. 2011. “Asylum Seekers and Undocumented Migrants’
Increased Social Rights in Sweden.” International Migration 49 (4). (MOODLE) (22)

•
•

Ellermann, Antje. 2014. “The Rule of Law and the Right to Stay: The Moral Claims of
Undocumented Migrants.” (MOODLE) (15)
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2013/06/17/illegal-undocumented-unauthorized-newsmedia-shift-language-on-immigration/

Optional:
• Eschbach, Karl, Jacqueline Hagan, Nestor Rodriguez, Ruben Hernandez-Leon and Stanley
Bailey. 1999. “Death at the Border” International Migration Review 33 (2): 430-454.
(MOODLE)
• Massey, Douglas. 2007. “Borderline Madness.” (DEBATING)
• Castles, Stephen. 2004. “Why Migration Policies Fail.” Ethnic and Racial Studies 27 (2): 205–
227. (MOODLE)
Spring break 23-27 March
Session eleven (2 April): Mediating Immigration Policy. Diasporas, NGOS, middlemen, and private
enforcement. How do migrants experience immigration policy? Who do they turn to for assistance in
their attempts to navigate the legal landscape? What are the tradeoffs when seeking help from different
(types of) groups? What are the greatest threats to migrants? Can we draw firm lines around those who
would exploit and those that would help migrants?
• Handbook for Migrants in Russia “Справочник трудового мигранта” (MOODLE) (48)
• Shelley, Louise. 2010. Chapter 3 of Human Trafficking: Human Trafficking as Transnational
Organized Crime. (MOODLE) (28)
• Rannveig Agunias, Dovelyn. 2010. “Migration's Middlemen: Regulating Recruitment Agencies
in the Philippines-United Arab Emirates Corridor.” Migration Policy Institute report. (MOODLE)
(60)
• Willemse, Lodene. 2014. “The Role of Economic Factors and Guanxi Networks in the Success of
Chinese Shops in Johannesburg, South Africa.” Urban Forum 25:105–123. (MOODLE) (18)
• http://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/migrant-social-networks-vehicles-migration-integrationand-development
• http://www.thenyic.org/who-we-are
• http://refugee.ru/ob-organizatsii/
• http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/09/10/us-usa-immigration-militiaidUSKBN0H50VA20140910
• http://rbth.com/articles/2012/08/08/cossacks_to_control_migration_in_southern_russia_17163.ht
ml
Session twelve (9 April): Policy Outputs. Choosing Who Gets In and Who Gets Rights. What types of
migrants are given preference? Can we see patterns across countries in terms of certain types of countries
preferring certain types of migrants? What are the important points of variance when deciding who gets
in?
• Ruhs, Martin. 2011. “Openness, Skills and Rights: An empirical analysis of labour immigration
programmes in 46 high- and middle- income countries.” Centre on Migration, Policy and Society.
Working Paper No. 88. University of Oxford. (MOODLE) (49)
• Schattle, Hans and Jennifer Mccann. 2014. “The Pursuit of State Status and the Shift toward
International Norms: South Korea’s Evolution as a Host Country for Refugees.” Journal of
Refugee Studies 27 (3). (MOODLE) (20)
• Zeveleva, Olga. 2014. “Political Aspects of Repatriation: Germany, Russia, Kazakhstan. A
Comparative Analysis.” Nationalities Papers 42(5): 808-827. (19)
• http://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/family-reunification

Session thirteen (16 April) Policy Outputs. Document, Labor Market, and Border Control. What
mechanisms do states use to screen and/or limit migrants? Which mechanisms are most effective? Which
are most just? What are the limits of these controls?
• OECD. 2006. “Managing Migration—are quotas and numerical limits the solution?”
International Migration Outlook. (MOODLE) (28)
• Joppke, Christian. 2007. “Beyond national models: Civic integration policies for immigrants in
Western Europe.” West European Politics 30 (1). (MOODLE) (22)
• Facchini, Giovanni and Cecilia Testa. 2010. “The rhetoric of closed borders: quotas, lax
enforcement and illegal migration.” (MOODLE) (29)
• Eric Neumayer. 2010. “Visa Restrictions and Bilateral Travel,” The Professional Geographer 62
(2): 171-181. (MOODLE) (10)
• Bloch, Alice, Leena Kumarappan and Sonia Mckay. 2015. “Employer sanctions: The impact of
workplace raids and fines on undocumented migrants and ethnic enclave employers.” Critical
Social Policy 35 (1): 132-151 (MOODLE) (19)
• http://wilsonquarterly.com/quarterly/fall-2010-what-if-china-fails/paper-trails-rise-of-thepassport/
• http://www.migrationpolicy.org/research/evolution-US-border-controls-illegal-immigration
• http://lawprofessors.typepad.com/files/rethinkingpointssystem1.pdf
• http://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/14_1120_memo_prosecutorial_discretion.pdf
• http://www.newrepublic.com/article/118602/deporting-all-undocumented-immigrants-wouldcost-billions-immigration
Session fourteen (23 April): Policy Outputs. Structures and Institutions of Bureaucratic Control.
How do countries structure their efforts to control immigration processes? What are the concrete methods,
strategies, and practices they use? How does the behavior at the level of bureaucratic actors impact the
migration experience? How do differences across countries matter?
• Codo, Eva. 2008. Chapter 1 and 2 of Immigration and Bureaucratic Control (MOODLE) (66)
• “Building the Homeland Security State” (MOODLE) (7)
• European Migration Network. 2010. “Organisation of Asylum and Migration Policies in the EU
Member States.” (MOODLE) (49) (focus your attention on the institutional aspects, especially
how the ministries and offices are organized variously across countries)
• Boucher, Anna. 2013. “Bureaucratic Control and Policy Change: A Comparative Venue
Shopping Approach to Skilled Immigration Policies in Australia and Canada,” Journal of
Comparative Policy Analysis: Research and Practice 15 (4): 349-367. (MOODLE) (18)
Session fifteen (30 April): Comparative Methodology and the Study of Immigration Policy. How do
we assess immigration policies in comparative perspective? What are some of the trade offs involved in
choosing a particular methodological focus? What are the pitfalls we encounter when trying to compare
policies across countries?
• APSA Migration and Citizenship newsletter. 2013. Symposium: How to Measure Immgiration
Policy. pp. 4-54 (MOODLE) (50)
• Czaika, Mathias, and Hein de Haas. 2013. "The Effectiveness of Immigration Policies."
•
•

Population and Development Review. 39: 487-508. (MOODLE) (26)
Boucher, Anna and Justin Gest. 2014. “Migration studies at a crossroads: A critique of
immigration regime typologies.” Migration Studies (MOODLE) (17)
Money, Jeannette. “Comparative Immigration Policy” (MOODLE) (30)

